DECIMAL TABULATOR

The lowest key row of the above models has two

you open the case of your typewriter

functions viz. writing and decimal tabulating. For
writing, keys are pressed down in the usual way,
while for tabulating, the same keys are pushed in

horizontally. The various digit positions are
indicated on the space bar immediately below

fig. 1
Insert ribbon into vibrator as follows:

the respective keys. The decimal tabulating keys
are operated by both thumbs without your hands
leaving the initial position of the ten-finger-system.

arranged as follows:
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Do not use keys marked "," for tabulating, as they
are inactive.

Every typewriter needs regular care, especially
if it is used daily. Your typewriter is quickly and

On request the decimal tabulator can be equipped
with the compact version, i.e. digits up to 100 mil
lion. This is especially for typing larger amounts
and for sums which do not require a space after
each third figure. That way the above amount

easily looked after; always dust your machine
before using it and clean the easily accessible
inner parts with a soft brush.

would read as follows:

The type needs special attention as they get
clogged with ink, ribbon fibres as well as dust.
Therefore they should be cleaned regulary with

10457.50

The decimal tabulator with the compact version is

Insert ribbon into tracer forks as shown in illustra

the stiff brush furnished with

arranged as shown below:

tion fig. 5.

Special type cleaning material is also useful for
this purpose.
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10" carriage, 88 character keyboard, triple line

100
M

touch selector, sure-grip paper feed, correcting
space bar, with attractive carrying case and
accessories.

SK 24

your machine.

typing word and figure columns. Individual Set
and Clear device plus Total Clear, with attract
ive carrying case and accessories.

When erasing, move carriage to the extreme
left or right so that no erasure dirt will fall into
the machine.

With
Wide
cards,
lopes

Wind old ribbon on one spool. Move brake levers
out (fig. 1) and remove spools from machine. Fasten
free end of new ribbon to empty spool. Move
brake levers out again and fit spools back on
spindles, taking care, that locator pin fits into one
of the guide holes in each spool (fig. 1).

RIBBON REVERSE

In case your line indicators (plastic) have be
come dirty, they can easily be cleaned with a
dry leather rag or, if necessary, with a soft
flannel dipped in alcohol. Other solutions than

The ribbon of your typewriter reverses direction

on your new typewriter. We sincerely
hope you will enjoy using it.

2

There are many things it will do for
you, and we would like you to know

this should not be used at all.

ALWAYS CONSULT YOUR SALES AGENCY
WHEN SPECIAL SERVICE IS REQUIRED.

all about them.

Therefore, we have

issued this folder specially for you.
We are sure that you are quite familiar
with the operation of a typewriter, but
we suggest that you study the folder
carefully so that you will get to know
your typewriter thoroughly.
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DT 33

Same as model SK 33 but with patented decimal
tabulator. The action

of this tabulator seems

almost magical. It works absolutely reliably and
is invaluable when writing columns of figures,

O

balance sheets and statistics.

BK 33

Bookkeeping machine with decimal tabulator,
automatic notching device; front feed equip
ment easily detachable for use as correspon
dence machine with 13" carriage.

Model

N24

Paper
wiclHi

9'U"

SK33 I 13,/s„

Writing
length

Strokes

Elite

97."

94

107

13"

127

144

12V."

125

141

DT33

BK33

13'/,"

per line

Pica

automatically. If you wish to reverse it manually,
press tracer forks to opposite position to that in
which you find them.

D

13" carriage and automatic tabulator.
carriage especially for accounts, index
statements, schedules and large enve
etc. All other details see modell SK 24.

SK24

CHANGING RIBBONS

<

<

SK 33

It is further advisable to wipe the platen with
a sott flannel clipped in alcohol.

The overpassing key marked by an arrow allows
free passing of carriage in spite of any set stops
without cancelling them. This key is found at place
of the tabulator key (No. 22).

Congratulations

spacing, 2 color ribbon and stencil position,

Same as N 24 but with automatic tabulator for

Pull carriage center lock toward you, but ensure
that shift lock has been released. Move carriage
to center where you will feel it catch in locked
position. Set line space selector back to blue
mark and move line space lever to the right
until it engages. Put case lid back into hinges
shut case. Do not forget to lock it by
turning key to the left.

as it refers to 10 THOUSAND. According to the
standard USA 10 key tab the decimal tabulator is
1
T

You will find the machine in a locked position,
a safeguard against damage during transport

When replacing machine, bolts at bottom of
case should fit exactly into the holes of rear
rubber feet. Then pull both fasteners toward
you and release again. Make sure your type
writer is properly locked by trying to lift it.

is to be typed, push key with indication " y "

100

turning the key to the right and squeezing right
and left lock bolts together, all you have to do
is to open the cover and remove it.

raise machine from its base.

10,457.50

10

N 24

by

as well as against tampering. Slide both
fasteners, at bottom of case, toward you and

To set tabulator stops, guide carriage to desired point
of column where decimal point is wanted; draw
tabulator lever " + " toward you. Any desired stop
can be attained this way. If the amount of
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Typewriters

O CARRIAGE CENTERING LOCK
To unlock carriage, push lever away from you.

O LINE SPACE REGULATOR

To draw horizontal or vortical lines on paper in
machine, rest pencil in notch of indicator and slide
or turn platen. The horizontal and vertical lines on
both indicators allow quick and easy adjustment
of paper in the machine.

0

press space bar and release, then continue with

normal typing.
Apply the same method, if you want to delete
letters inserted by mistake but make sure, that
carriage is shifted to the first letter of the word
to be corrected.

Explicit instructions for the use of the CORRECTING
SPACE BAR (i. e. compensated line ends) are given
in the special leaflet "The Correcting Space Bar",

CARRIAGE RELEASE

your writing line.

sent to you on request.

0

button while sliding carriage.

Both left (10) or right margins (11) can be set at
any position on the platen; extremely helpful when
typing on either half or in the center of page.

will lock the

LINE SPACE LEVER

PAPER GUIDE
Move to right or left, as you choose, to set left
hand guide position for paper feeding.

AUTOMATIC TABULATOR

0

switch to red, but invert ribbon.

0

left,

and

paper

0

BACK SPACER
Press key once for each space you wish to back

Press space bar once for each
between letters or words.

VARIABLE LINE SPACER

right shift key (15). For continuous typing of capital
letters press

that for which your line space regulator is set.

SHIFT LOCK

You can now type on lined forms by turning right
hand platen knob.

To release, press left shift key and
normal typing.

;arry

ith

automatic

Press left platen knob back into its original position
if you want to return to normal line spacing.

space desired

To correct errors or to insert forgotten letters your
typewriter has a half-letter spacing feature. The
first step is effected by pressing down space bar,
the second by releasing if. Thus insertions and
corrections can be made in a clean and easy
manner, for example:

the bet typewriter
the best typewriter
a) erase incorrect spelling,
b) return carriage to space after "the",

INDIVIDUAL SET & CLEAR DEVICE
which facilitates typing columns of words or
figures. For this purpose guide carriage to position
at which column is to begin. Then set tabulator
stop by drawing lever " + " toward you. To cancel
individually, slide carriage to point where column

O SPACE BAR

space.

Pull out left platen knob; platen then turns freely
to permit any line spacing which may vary from

To write capital letters press either left (14) or

CATOR

support springs up automatically. When extended,
graduated page end indicator is provided to show
just how far your writing line is from bottom of
the paper. To avoid scratches on stencils the release
lever is sunk into carriage.

0

To use lower half of single colored ribbons do not

0O SHIFT KEYS

an

tabulator with a combined

O

To type on black part of ribbon set selector at
blue dot; to type in red, set lever at red dot. For

be

O PAPER SUPPORT AND PAGE END INDI

Your typewriter is equipped with

RIBBON COLOR SELECTOR
stencils, lever is to be set at white clot.

now

Set touch control for key tension you prefer.
Position No. 1 for lightest, No. 5 for heaviest touch
(and for a maximum number of copies as well as
higher typing speed).

The left margin can also be released by pressing
the margin release key, thus enabling you to type
captions on the extreme left.

PAPER RELEASE LEVER
toward you. The inserted sheet can
straightened out easily.

TOUCH SELECTOR

Q MARGIN RELEASE KEY

PAPER BAIL
It holds paper firmly, smoothly; fitted with
graduated scale. Not necessary to lift by hand as
this is done automatically when moving the

have free access to the

To set beginning of line move platen to position
where your line is to begin, press left margin and
slide it to the right till it engages. Then move
platen to desired end of line, press right margin
and slide it to the left till it stops. Release margin
by pressing

by pushing line space lever to the right. This will
prevent damage to case lid when closing or open
ing the same. To unlock line space lever, move
line space regulator to any red mark.

RIBBON SPOOL COVER
It conceals action of type levers, freeing you from
distraction; also prevents excessive dirt and dust
from accumulating within machine. When spool
cover is taken off (lift by pulling straight off) you

©0 INSTANT SET MARGINS

c) When line space regulator is set on blue dot it

To release, press lever to the

space bar etc.

After the last letter of the corrected word is typed

To move carriage freely to any position desired,
simply press either left or right carriage release

When line space regulator is re-set to original
line spacing, your typewriter remembers exactly

0

d) hold space bar clown and type "s", release

a) To adjust for 1-, 1l/t- or 2-line spacing between
writing lines move line space regulator forward
or backward to positions marked in red.

H20, 2 x 2

0

They show you both horizontal and vertical position
of your writing line and individual letters.
Indicators also hold cards and forms firmly to
allow you to type from the very top to the extreme
bottom.

such as

0

c) hold space bar down and type "b", release
space bar,

It fulfils 3 different functions:

b) When line space regulator is moved to position
marked in blue, the platen is disengaged so as
to turn freely for writing subscripts or exponents

0

LINE INDICATORS (Plastic)

starts and press lever "—" away from you.

0

TABULATOR KEY
Press tabulator key to move carriage automatically
to first position set for tabulating. Press again for
each successive stop desired.

0

TOTAL CLEAR
To clear all positions at once, simply press total
tabulator clear button.

